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ABSTRACT

The Supersonic Transport (SST) program, proposed in 1961, first raised concern fbr the exposure of pregnant

occupants by solar energetic particles (SEP), and neutrons were suspected to have a main role in particle

propagation deep into the atmosphere. An eight-year flight program confirmed the role of SEP as a significant

hazard and of the neutrons as contributing over half of the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) exposures, with the largest

contribution from neutrons above 10 MeV. The FAA Advisory Committee on the Radiobiological Aspects of the

SST provided operational requirements. The more recem (1990) lowering of recommended exposure limits by the

International Commission on Radiological Protection with the classification of aircrew as "radiation workers"

renewed interest in GCR background exposures at commercial flight altitudes and stimulated epidemiological

studies in Eta'ope, Japan, Canada and the USA. The proposed development of a High Speed Civil Transport

(HSCT) required validation of the role of high-energy neutrons, and this resulted in ER-2 flights at solar minhnum

(Jtme 1997) and studies on effects of aircraft materials on interior exposures. Recent evaluation of health outcomes

of DOE nuclear workers resulted in legislation for health compensation in year 2000 and recent European aircrew

epidemiological studies of health outcomes bring renewed interest in aircraft radiation exposures. As improved

radiation models become available, it is imperative that a corresponding epidemiological program of US aircrew be

implemented.

INTRODUCTION

After the discovery of radiation emanating from certain materials, the source of backgrotmd radiation

observed in the atmosphere was thought to have exclusively originated from the ground, however Hess's series of

balloon flights fi'om 1911-1913 showed that an additional component originating from the sky was also present in

this background. In 1925, Millikan coined this newly discovered radiation as cosmic rays.

The fact that the cosmic rays consisted in part of charged particles was directly demonstrated by

coincidence experiments using Geiger-Mueller tubes and resolving individual charged particle tracks within a

Wilson cloud chamber. The cloud chamber lead to the discovery of the positron as part of the cosmic rays,

followed by the discovery of the charged mesons, and :further shed light on the important neutron component of

cosmic radiation in the atmosphere (Bethe et al. 1940). Worldwide surveys of cosmic ionization during the years

1931-1932 were made by several groups and Hess of Austria studied thne variations associated with solar activity

cycle on a mountaintop f)com 1931-1937. Global radiation levels correlated well with the expected effects of the

geomagnetic deflection of cosmic radiation. A worldwide network of stations began to develop leading to observed

short-term fluctuations in the global ionization rates simultaneously in both the southern and northern hemispheres



andwascorrelatedwithsolardisturbances(}tessandEugster1949).Observedlargeincreasesin tile ionization
rateswouldbeattributedtopm_iclescomingdirectlyfromtilesolarevents(Fig.l). Moremodestdecreasesovera
fewdays,asseenfortheJuly-August1946event,wereattributedto disturbanceofthelocalinterplanetarymedium
bywhichapproachingcosmicrayswereexcludedfromthelocalEarthenvironment(Forbushdecrease).It was
nowclearthatextraterrestrialradiationfromboththestmandthegalaxywerecontributingto theatmospheric
ionizationlevels. Thenext-to-lastpieceof importantevidencefroma humanexposureperspectivewasthe
discoveryof heavyiontracksbyPhyllisFrierandcoworkers(1948)usingnuclearemulsiontrackdetectorsinhigh
altitudeballoonflight. Althoughtheinitial emphasisof thisdiscoverywastheabilityto samplecosmicmatter,
attentionwouldturntoti_epossibilityof humanexposureby theseionsin high-altitudeaircraftandfuturespace
travel(A1Tastrongetal.1949,Schaefer1950,1952,1959,AllkoferandHeinrich1974).

Whenthepossibilityof high-altitudesupersoniccommercialaviationwasfirstseriouslyproposed,Foelsche
broughtto lightanumberof concernsfortheassociatedatmosphericradiationexposuredueto penetratingcosmic
rays(CR)fromthegalaxy(GCR)andthesma(SCR,alsorefen'edto assolarparticleevents,SPE)includingthe
secondaryradiationsproducedin collisionwith air nuclei(Foelsche1961,FoelscheandGram1962,Foelsche
1965). Subsequently,adetailedstudyof theatmosphericionizing-radiationcomponentsathighaltitudeswas
conductedfrom 1965to 1971at
the NASA Langley Research
Center(LaRC)byFoelscheel:al. lt_
(1969,1974)_Priorto thatstudy 12
theroleof atmosphericneutrons

8
in radiation exposure was

generally regarded as negligible g. 4
(ICRP 1966). The LaRC studies _ 0

revealed the neutron radiation to

be the major contributor to _ 4

commercial aircraft GCR
©exposure. Still the exposure

levels were comfortably below
allowable exposure limits for the

_; 0
block hours typical of airline
crews of timt time except during 4

a possible solar particle event 8

(less titan 500 block hours were

typical of the 1960's although

regulations allowed up to 1000

hours). As a result, the US

Federal Aviation Agency (FAA)
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Fig. I Grolmd level ion chamber observations of solar particle events of

1946 and 1949. (From Foelsche et al. 1974)

Advisory Committee on the Radiobiological Aspects of tile SST issued recommendations that crew members will

have to be informed of their exposure levels, maxhnum exposures on any flight be limited to 5 mSv, development

of airborne radiation monitors, development of a satellite monitoring system, and development of a solar event

forecasting service (FAA 1975, see also Foelsche et al. 1974).

Several factors have changed since those early studies: (a) the highly ionizing components are found to be

more biok)gically damaging than previously assumed and the associated quality factors :[br fatal cancer have been

increased (ICRU 1986, ICRP 1991); (b) recent studies on developmental injury in mice embryo indicate larger

quality factors are required for protection in prenatal exposures (Jiang et al. 1994); (c)recent epidemiological

studies (especially the data on solid tumors) and more recent A-bomb sm-vivor dosimetry have resulted in higher

radiation risk coefficients for 7 rays (UNSCEAR 1988, BEIR V 1990, ICRP 1991) resulting in lower proposed

permissible limits (ICRP 1991, NCRP 1993); (d) "an urgent need is recognized for better estimates of the risk of

cancer from low levels of radiation" (anon. 1993); (e) subsequent to deregulation of the airline in&_stry, flight

crews are logging greatly increased flight hours (Bramlett 1985, Wilson and Townsend 1988, Friedberg el: al. 1989,

Barish 1990); (1) a new class of long haul commercial aircraft is being developed on which personnel for two crew

shifts will be simultaneously aboard a single flight leading to increased exposures fbr a fixed number of flight duty

hours (Lebuser 1993); (g) US airline crew members are now classified as radiation workers (McMeekin 1990,

ICRP 1991); (h) NASA is developing technology for a High Speed Civil Transport (tISCT) to begin smwice in the

twenty-first century; and (g) there are plans to introduce a revolutionary commercial transport (Mach 0.98 Sonic



Cruiser)with operatingaltitudesfrom 45,000-

51,000 ft (Boeing 2002). In recognition of the

potential impact of several of these factors on

present day crew exposures, the Commission of

the European Communities organized a

Workshop on Radiation Exposure of Civil

Aircrew (Reitz et al. 1993). The workshop

conclusions (mainly for subsonic exposmes) are

that the enviromnent is not adequately known for

reliable estimates of dose equivalent resulting

mainly from uncertainty in the neutron spectra at

high energies and a re-evaluation of the heavy ion

component should be made. More recently the

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

has recommended that "All airplanes intended to

be operated above 15 000 m (49 000 fl) shall

carry equipment to measure and indicate

continuously the dose rate of total cosmic
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Fig. 2 Neutron spectrum at 70,000 ft over Ft. Churchill on

August 3, 1965.

radiation being received (i.e., the total of ionizing and nemron radiation of galactic and solar origin) and l.he
cumulative dose on each flight. The display unit of the equipment shall be readily visible to a flight crew member"

(ICAO 1995). More recently Japanese flight crews have requested fi'om their government, health benefits on the basis that

their exposm'es are "far greater than the exposure of the average nuclear power plant worker" (Fiorino 1996). Added

emphasis comes from epidemiological studies of health outcomes among Department of Energy contractors (NEC

2000) leading to the Energy Employees Occupational

Illness Compel.lsatiol.1 Program .Act of 2000. Finally, it is H, mSv/1000 hr at 40 000 ft

clear that the development of advanced high-altitude __"_ ...............

commercial aircraft (such as the IISCT) requires some

attention to the past concerns of high-altitude flight but in

terms of cm'rent day knowledge and uncertainty in that

knowledge (Wilson et al. 1995). In a prior report, we
reviewed the status of knowledge of human occupational _ °

exposures and related uncertainties in health risks (Wilson

2000). It was clear l.hal, exposures among aircrew were

generally higher than other terrestrial occupationally

exposed groups and the aircrew risk uncertainties were

high since a large fraction of the exposure is fi:om high-
LET radiations.

In this paper we will review key historical

developments in our understanding of atmospheric

ionizing radiation and its impact on commercial H. mSv/1000hrat50000ft

operations. Although such a review cannot be made

without reference to work outside the US, we leave the

thorough review of European research to O'Sullivan et al.

(2003) in this issue. A brief overview of ongoing

research in the US is given with special emphasis on

future requirelnents.

PAST AIR STUDIES

The primary concern for commercial aircraft

radimion exposures began with the Supersonic Transport
with a projected high operating altitude (20-kin) for " _::

service on transoceanic flights. Foelsche raised concern _ _ ;:: i ;i ! I {
on vulnerability on the high-latitude routes from the US .......................................................................................................

eastern seaboard to Europe where extraterrestrial particles Fig. 3 Background exposure levels (AIR model) in

easily penetrate the geomagnetic field and intense solar atmosphere al. solar minimum (1965).



particleeventscouldinducemmcceptableexposuresona singlehigh-altitudeflight. It wasassmnedthatthe
neutronsproducedin nuclearreactionswithatmosphericnucleiwouldplayanimportantroleincarryingtiledose
equivalentdeeperinto theatmosphereandpotentiallycontributeto backgroundexposures.A measurement
programwasinitiatedbyNASAattheLangleyResearchCenter(LaRC)toresolvetheseissuesinJuly1964.

The[.aRCcommissionedover300flightsovermostof the&_rationof solarcycle20onhigh-altitude
aircraftandballoonsto studybothbackgroundradiationlevelsoverthesolarcycleandto makemeasurements
duringasolarparticleevent.TheLangleyflightpackage
consistedof a I 10MeVneutronspectrometer,tissue
equivalention chambe:r,and nuclearemulsionfo:r
nuclear reaction rates in tissue. Monte Carlo
calculations(Wilsonel:al. 1970,LambiotteetaL1971)
for incidentGCRprotonswereusedto extendthe
neutronspectrmntohighenergies(Fig.2). Alsoshown
in Fig. 2 are the contributionsto doseand dose
equivalentfi:omneutronsonindividualenergydecades.
Themeasureddatawasintegratedinto a parametric
AtmosphericIonizingRadiation(AIR)modelscaled
with DeepRiver neutronmonitor count rate and
geomagneticverticalcutoffrigidity(Wilsonetal.1991).
Thesolarminimumglobalexposuresareshownin Fig.
3 attwoaltitudes.Overhalfof theneutrondoseis from
neutronsabove10MeVandanaccurateknowledgeof
thehigh-energyneutronqualityfactorsis critical to
evaluationof doseequivalent.Abouthalf of thedose
equivalentis from neut:ronsas shownin Fig. 4.
Additional high-LET componentscome from the
nuclearreactionscausedbythechargedhadronssothat
well over half of the exposuresin commercial
operationsarefi_omhigh-LETeventswhichleaveslarge
uncertaintiesin the associatedhealthrisks(Wilson
2000,Cucinottaetal.2001)evenif theradiationlevels
areaccuratelyknown.

Theonly solarparticleeventsof inte:restare
thosecapableof groundlevelobservationswith ion
chambers(Fig. 1) or neutronmonitors.Theratesof
occurrenceof suchevents(SheaandSmart1993)are
showninFig.5. Thegroundleveleventsvarygreatlyin
intensityandonlythemostintenseeventsareimportant
to high-altitudeaircraftprotection.Thelargestground
leveleventyetobservedoccurredonFeb.23,1956in
whichneutroncountratesroseto 3,600percentabove
background.Two of the aforementionedover300
flightsweremadeoutof Fairbanks,Alaskaduringthe
eventof March30-31,1969with resultsshownin Fig.
6. If thegroundlevelincreasefortheMarch1969event
is usedto scaleotherhistoricalgroundlevelevents,we
concludethathigh-levels(1cSvor more)of radiation
exposurewerepresentat aircraftaltitudesin thepast.
Theuncertaintiesin theprotonspectrafortheFeb.1956
eventarelargebutupperandlowerboundsestimatedby
Foelscheresultin doseequivalentratesfromMonte
Carlocalculations(Foelscheet al. 1969,Wilsonet al.
1970,Armstronget al. 1969)in qualitativeagreement
withthosederivedfromsimplyscalingtheMarch1969
data. TheMonteCarloresultsareshownin Fig.7 as

Hneutron/H at 40 000 ft

Hneutron/H at 50 000 ft

il

Fig. 4 Fraction of dose equivalent (AIR model) due

to neutrons at solar minimum (1965).
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calculatedbytileLangleycode(Wilsonetal.1970)andArmstrongetal. (1969)atOakRidgeNationalLaboratory
usingthe High Energy Transport Code (HETC). The results in the figm'e use the maximmn su:rface dose equivalent

conversion factors for a 30-cm tissue slab geometry. Dose equivalent averaged over the 30-cm slab is

approximately a factor of 2-3 lower for solar particle events (Foelsche et al. 1974). It was clear fl'om these results
that exposures to crew and passengers on high-latitude routes of the SST flying at 58 g/cm 2 would be unacceptable

unless descent to subsonic altitudes was possible to minimize exposures during such a large event. The importance

of such events is limited to the Polar Regions.

The main concern of these early studies

was the potential prenatal injury in high-altitude

flight especially during such a possible large

solar event since crew and passengers included

women of childbearing age. It is seen in Fig. 3

that flights from the US nm_heast to Europe fly

along the edge of the polar region and are

subject to solar particle event exposures (Wilson

et al. 1995). An advisory committee to the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA 1975)

recommended that a satellite early-

warning/monitoring system be established,
active onboard monitoring devices be included

in the aircraft design, and that operational

procedures be developed to insure that

exposures on a given flight be limited to 5 mSv.

Although many ground level events occur, only

a few have been of such intensity as to be of

concern to near term high-altitude air traffic.

The second largest ground level event observed

over the last 60 years is the event on September
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29, 1989. This event was similar to the February 23, 1956 event in its time course and spectral content but of an

order of magnitude lower intensity (on the order of 1 mSv/hr) and of less concern to supersonic operations. Since

the FebrumT 23, 1956 event is the only outstanding event, it leaves a heavy operational overhead requirement for

such an unlikely occulTence. Yet, it is likely such an event will occur again and perhaps an even larger event. It is

fortunate that high-altitude aircraft requirements are largely met by the space program and weather service

requirements providing potemial cost sharing (Wilson 1981).

RECENT AIR STUDIES

Many factors relative to aircraft exposures have

changed over the last decade as recounted in the introduction.

There are continued studies of a possible hypersonic air

transport, which will bring a host of new issues as reviewed

elsewhere (Wilson 2000). Two key events had an important

impact on requirements for atmospheric ionizing radiation

research over the last decade: the ICRP (1991) included

aircrew among the defined occupationally exposed and NASA

initiated a technology assessment for a possible second-

generation supersonic transport (High Speed Civil Transport,

IISCT).

Although a consistent data set over much of the

Earth's surface and most of solar cycle 20 has been measured

by the LaRC SST program, many of the individual

components were not resolved due to instrument limitations at

the time of measurement (circa 1964) and the major portion of

the neutron spectrum depended on theoretical calculations fbr

proton interactions with the atmosphere (Foelsche et al. 1974).

Hewitt el at. (1978) measured the nemron spectrum using a
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Bonnetspheresetupatsubsonicaltitudesandanalyzedthedataassumingasimplepowerspectrumandconfirmed
theimportanceof thehigh-energyneutronsbutlefttileexactnatureof thespectrmnuncertaindueto limitationsof
theanalysismethods.FerencttajnaloftheDOEEnvironmentalMeasurementsLaboratorydevelopednewanalysis
techniquesfor unfbldingBonnersphereneutronspectraldataandfoundimportantstructuralfeaturesin Hewitt's
datanear100MeV(seeFig.8)thathaveimportantimplicationsfor aircraftexposures(HajnalandWilson1991,
1992).A quicksurveyofpublishedatmosphericneutronspectrashowsconsiderableuncertaintyinourknowledge
andtheimpactof theseuncertaintiesareanalyzedelsewhere(Wilsonetal. 1995,Wilson2000).Thestatusof
knowledgeof atmosphericionizingradiationwas
reviewedbytheNCRP(1996)p:rovidingabasisfor
continuedstudies in support of the HSCT
techndogyassessmentactivity.

FurtherstudieswerestartedattheLangley
ResearchCente:r.An instrumentpackagewas
developed in acco:rdancewith the NCRP
recommendationsthroughan internationalguest
investigatorcollaborativeproject,therebyensuring
the availability of the numerousinstruments
requiredmeasuringthemanycomponentsof the
radiationspectraand providing a calibration
plattbnnibrdosimetry.Selectioncriteriaincluded:
(a) theinstrumentshadto fit withinthecargobay
areasof theER-2airplaneandbeableto fhnction
in thatenvironment,(b) theinstrumentshadto be
providedatnocostto meetbudgetconstraints,(c)
eachinstrumentmusthaveaprincipalinvestigator
with independentresourcesto conductdata
analysis,and(d) theinstrumentarraymustbeable
to measureall significantradiationcomponentsfor
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which the NCRP (1996) had established minimal requirements. Also, the flight package had to be operational and

the first flight to occur before or near the maximmn in the galactic cosmic ray intensity (spring/smnmer 1997) and

continued through the next cosmic :ray minim urn.

The flight package was a collaboration of fourteen institutions in five countries and consisted of eighteen

instrmnents able to sepm'ate the various physical components and tested various doshneters (Goldhagen et al.

2000). The flight plan was established using the first AIR model (Tai et al. 1998) and concentrated on north/south

surveys with an altitude profile at the northern extremity. "1'he first flight series in June 1997 met with considerable

success with the loss of only one instrument in the

data flow. The flight program ended with the

decision that technology was not ready to develop a

competitive high-speed civil transport but the data

analysis continues to this day including corrections

for the ER-2 :flight plat_brm structure. Prelimina W

neutron spectra (Goldhagen et al. 2002) are shown

in Fig. 9 and tend to confilvn the results of Hajnal's

analysis (Fig. 8). Note that the neutron spectra of

the northern and southern flight extremes, where the

geomagnetic cutoffs differ by more than an order of

magnitude, are similar in spectral content with

different magnitude. This corresponds well with the

more limited results of Foelsche el: al. (1974), who

likewise concluded that the spectrum has negligible

differences in the upper atmosphere as a f%nction of
altitude and latitude.

A preliminary, comparison of the first AIR

model with the high-pressure argon ion chamber is

given in Fig. 10. This was approximately a six and
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Fig. 9. Cosmic-ray neutron spectra measured at the
2

northern end (54°N, 117°W, 0.8 (iV cutoff, 56 g cm
atmospheric depth) and at the south end (l 9°N, 127°W, 12
G'V cutoff;. 4 g cm atmospheric depth). The south
spectrum is multiplied by 8.



one-halfhourflightstartingJune13,1997at15:52fl'omNASAAmesResearchCenteronaprescribedsequenceof
northern,western,andsouthernheadings.Thiswasthesecondnorthernflightandtheaimwasto approximately
repeattheradiationmeasurementsasafianctionof geomagneticlatitudeto asfarnorthaspossiblewithaltitude
excursionsalonga constant-radiation,geomagneticlatitudelinenearEdmonton,Canada.Duringthewestward
portionof theflight,analtitudeexcursionwasmadeasanaltitudesurveyasevidentin thefigure.TheAIRmodel
usingtherecordedflighttrajectouisshowninthefigureforcomparisonwiththemeasuredflightdata.
A preliminary summary of
Europeanactivity is given by
McAulayet al. (1996). FreSher
studyof theatmosphericneutron _'_....
spectrumleadUyH. Schraubeof,
GSF in Neuherberghas been

fundedby theDirectorateGeneral IXII. Theexperimentalcomponent
consists of" a Bonner sphere :._
spectrometer with a 3tie
proportionalcounter(Schraubeet
al. 1998) on a mountaintop
(Zugspitze).Thetheory"portionof
thestudyusestheFLUKA code,
cmTentlymaintainedatCERN,and ....
theknowncosmic:raysincidenton
the atmosphere(the multiple .....
chargedionsareassumedto be
dissociated into nucleonic
constituents(Roesleret al. 1998).
It is interestingto notethat the
structure expected from the
analysisof Hajnal at 100MeV
(Fig. 8) appearsin both the

..... .......... _i _

Fig. 10 Predicted and measured value of Air Ionization Rate as function of

time for Flight 97-108, June 13, 1997.

measurements and the FLUKA calculation (see Fig. l l). Note that this feature was absent from the LUIN code

available at the time of the study. LUIN then depended on the Hess el: al. (1961) specl:rum tbr guidance as to the

shape of the neutron spectrmn at low energies. Thus the LUIN code is not a basic physics model in that it contains

information outside the basic LUIN transport model (O'Brien and Friedberg 1994). Schraube et al. (1998) showed

that the neutron ambient dose equivalent is about a factor of two larger than that estimated by LUIN; the added

contributions are from high-energy
neutron interactions with tissue nuclei

resulting in an array of high-LET

reaction products at each collision
event. LUIN99 and LUIN2000

(O'Brien et al., 2003) address this issue

by using R6sler et al. (1998) neutron-

speclmm results. Very little biological

data exist on such radiations (Wilson et
al. 1990, Wilson 2000, Cucinotta et al.

2001).

It was determined by Foelsche

et al. (1974) using simultaneous flight
measurements with a research aircraft

and a balloon that local neutron

production in materials of a small

research aircraft added 10 percent to the
measured neutron field. Later

measurements by Wilson et al. (1994)

onboard commercial subsonic transports
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Fig. 11 Spectral neutron fluence rate obtained by measurements and

calcNations on top of Zugspitze (by pemfission of Schraube et al.

1998).



foundthat theradiationlevelsvariedby up to 30percentwithin theaircraftcabinspace.Theseresultsgive
incentiveto evaluationof aircraftmaterialsasameansto providinglimitedcontrolof theinteriorenvironment.
Evaluationof aircraftdesignalternativesrequiresaphysics-basedAIR model tbr which the transmission properties

of aircraft materials can be iblded into the design process.

POI_,ICY & EPIDEMIOLOGY

Aside from the question of more restrictive regulatory requirements resulting in a FAA advisory

(McMeekin 1990) there is increased concern for potential health outcomes among the crew in commercial aviation.

The health outcomes are undoubtably related to environmental factors including radiation. Studies continue to

expand giving greater statistical resolving power (De Angelis et al. 2001 a). Although as a group the health risks of

this select group of individuals are low (healthy worker effect, for the specific case of aircrew members, see De

Angelis et al. 200l b), Band (1990) found increased risks of several types of cancer among Canadian commercial

pilots. Further concern for some of the most sensitive occupants of commercial aircraft, the US National Institute

for Occupational Safety and Health continues a study of early pregnancy outcomes among commercial flight

attendants (Grajewski et al. 1994, Whelan 2002).

Table 1. Cancer Sites with significant positive association Jor civilian airline flight personnel

crewmembers. Confidence limits are 90 or 95percent depending on study.

Cancer Site Sex Job Type Confidence Source
Limits

All Sites* _ M _ CA _ SIR _ 1.3 _ 2.2 _ Haldorsen el: al. (2001)

Bone F CA SIR 1.8 54.4 Pukkala et al. (1995)
-jBrain M t SIR 1.2 7.9 Band et al. (1990)

e _ e e e

Brain M P SMR 1.4 9.5 Band et al. (1990)

Breast _ F _ CA _ SIR _ 1.2 _ 2.2 _ Pukkalaet al. (1995)

Breast F CA SIR 1.0 4.3 Wa,_enberg et al. (1998, 1999)

..................................................................................g__4_.......................sJ_._R.............!:9_9_....... .......... ...............................
Esophagus M CA SIR 2.7 11.4 Haldorsen et al. (2001)

HodgkinLymphoma _ M _ P _SIR _ 1.2 _ 11.7 _ Bandetal.(1990)

Kidney andPelvis M+F P PMR 1.18 3.06 . Nicholas et al. (1998)
Leukemia AML M P SIR 2.1 9.3 Band et al. (1996)

Leukemia Myeloid M P SIR 1.4 5.5 Band et al. (1996)

Liver* _ M _ CA _ SIR _ 1.3 _ 39.2 _ Haldorsenel:al. (2001)

Prostate M P SIR 1.4 2.5 Band et al. (1996)
9Rectum M t SMR 1.2 l 1._ Band et al. (1990)

e _ e e e

Skin Melanoma M P SMR 1.5 6.3 Irvine & Davies (1999)
" " _-' ' " s , ? )Skin Melanoma _ M _ tE _ SIR _ 1.l _ 2.7 _ Haldon_ene al. (_0(0)

Skin Melanoma M P SIR 5.0 36.5 Rafilsson et al. (2000)

Skin Melanoma _ M _ CA , SIR _ 1.1 _ 6.4 _ Hakkrsenetal. (.2001)

Skin Melanoma M P SIR 2.85 4.23 Nicholas et al. (2001)

............................F.......................................................1__:2..........._6_:_7_............... 0._0_!_)_................................
Skin Melanoma M P SIR 1.27 4.54 Hammar et al. (2002)

Skin--Melanoma • 1: _ CA . SIR _ 1.28 _ 4.38 _ Reynolds et al. (_002)

Skin Other Cancers M P SIR 1.1 2.2 Band et al. (1990)

Skin Other Cancers M t E (jets) SIR 2.l 4.2 Gundestmp & Storm (1999)

Skin Other Cancers M P SIR 1.3 4.0 ttaldorsen et al. (2000)

Skin Other Cancers* _ M _ CA , SIR _ 4.5 _ 18.8 _ Haktorsenetal. (2001)
Prostate# M P SIR 1.19 2.29 Ballard et al. (2000)

Skin Melanoma# M P SMR 1.02 3.82 Ballard et al. (2000)

*cancer outcome possibly related to lifestyle only; # results from meta-analysis of previous studies, then adjusted

for socio-economical status; AML = Acute Myeloid Leukemia; CA = Cabin Attendants;

P = Pilots only; PE = Pilots and :flight Engineers; PMR = Proportional Mortality Ratio;
SIR = Standardized Incidence Ratio; SMR = Standardized Mortality Ratio



Althoughnotastudyofcommercialaircrew,thereportof theNationalEconomicCouncil(NEC)Panelon
Occupational [tazardx Associated with Nuclear Weapons Production (NEC 2000) has important implications for

commercial aviation. The US President requested the NEC to assess "whether there is evidence of occupational

illness in current and former contract workers at the US Department of Energy (DOE) from exposures to

occupational hazards unique to nuclear weapons production and evaluate the strength of that evidence." The NEC

Panel (Task Group 1) tbund only modest average annual exposures of the DOE contractor workfl)rce, 1.5 to 2 mSv

to 1960, a slow decline from 1.5 mSv to l mSv in 1978 through 1988, followed to a rapid decline to a few tenths of

a mSv past 1990 (compared to an esthnated ammal aircrew exposure (e.g., Chicago-to-NY) of 2.72 mSv, Friedberg

et al. 2002). Mm_ality studies among the DOE contractors showed a healthy worker effect but increased standard

mortality and incident ratios (SMRs, SIRs) with 90-95 percent confidence intervals above unity (statistically

significan 0 for cancer of the thyroid, breast, phmiynx, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, pancreas, bile ducts, gall

bladder, and liver as well as leukemia, multiple myeloma, and lymphomas (except Hodgkin's) as identifiable work

related illnesses as concluded by the panel. A compensation program for this entire list of illnesses was set up with

some limitations related to possible causality. Furthermore, several cancer sites showed positive correlations with

radiation exposures while other cancer sites were assumed to be related to other environmental factors. As a result,

the NEC recommended legislation for worker compensation ibr this restricted list of illnesses which were fbund

with stat:ically significant elevated SMRs and SIRs, leading to the Energ), Employees Occupational lllness

Compensation Program Act of 2000 passed by the US Congress and signed into law.

A few studies of populations in high-altitude cities have concluded an inverse effect with radiation
exposure although Weinberg et al. (1987) argues that oxygen effects may be the source of decreased adverse health

risks at high altitudes. More recemly studies of US Air Force pilots showed statistically significant elevated risks

of cancer in genitals, testis, and urinary systems (Grayson and Lyons 1996). A recent study of mortality among US

commercial pilots and navigators found statistically significant elevations of kidney and pelvic cancers (Nicholas et

al. 1998). Many European epidemiological studies on health outcomes of aircrew have been in progress for several

years (see e.g. Rafi_sson et al. 2000, 2001, Ballard et al. 2002, and lbr :reviews Ballard et al. 2000, De Angelis et al.

2001a, 2001b) and provide additional concern for the need for further studies in the US. It is well established that

elevated standard mortality and incidence ratios with 90 to 95 percent confidence intervals above unity is observed

among European aircrew as shown in Table 1 along with limited US studies. Even so, one might argue that the

SMR and SIR depend on the control group and there are even regional differences as observed in the DOE

contractor studies (NEC 2000) and the data still rests on relatively few occurrences in many cases (Friedberg et al.

2002). Still, establishment of policy and science are different issues and the data in Table 1 meets the selection

criteria of the NEC panel for compensation (NEC 2000). It is anticipated that US crews who fly generally closer to

the magnetic pole than European crews will have both different radiation exposure patterns and distribution of

cancers with elevated SMRs. It appears the situation justifies that US aircrews are probably due illness

compensatory legislation but insufficient data exists on which to write such legislation. It is imperative that US

aircrew epidemiological studies are expanded to con'ect the current lack of data on cancer incidence and mortality

among US aircrew in preparation of required legislation. This impetus follows since, "it is clear that there are

health risks associated with a career of flying."

(Friedberg et al. 2002)

CONTINUING US ACTIVITY
:2....

Three issues continue to be addressed

within the US: development of the basic AIR

model including experimental validation, testing _
of potential aircraft material transmission _

properties, and epidemiological studies. The ;'Y_.4":
extent of the ongoing activity will be briefly

reviewed in this section.

The continued analysis of the ER-2 flight

data has concentrated on establishing cmTections

to the neutron spectrum due to packaging into the

flight racks and the surrounding aircraft structure

(Goldhagen et al. 2003). This will be tbllowed by

analysis of the other instruments used on the

flights including the high-pressure ion chamber,

¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸%¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸ ¸¸¸¸¸¸¸¸%¸ . bb bb

Fig. 12 Comparison of the augmented FLUKA evaluated

neutron spectra at the northern extreme of June 1997 ER-2
flivht measurements.



tile variousscintillators,madparticletelescopes.Collaborationwith theBartolResearchInstituteattheUniversity
of DelawareandtheiruniqueaugmentationofFLUKAtoincludecollisionalsourcetermsformultiplechargedions
isbeingevaluatedforuseinderivinganewphysics-basedAIR model (Clem et al. 2003). Preliminary comparisons

of the altitude survey at the northern extreme of the ER-2 flight shown in Fig. 12 are encouraging. The new AIR

model will include a dynamic geomagnetic transmission model for years 1945 to 2020 including geomagnetic

storm effects (De Angelis el al. 2003). The fundamental model will be lbr the particle fields allowing intro&_ction

of aircraft geometv and hmnan geometry for final exposure evaluation. One use of the model will be to evaluate

single event effects on avionics in future aircraft design. With the historic variation of the geomagnetic

transmission factors, the model will enable exposure assessment in retrospective health outcome studies.

The transmission properties of materials in such a complicated environment are poorly understood. The

effects of the sun'ounding aircraft materials and payload on the exposures within the cabin space and on the flight

deck are largely unknown. As a result we have designed a flight experiment for the ER-2 aircraft for evaluation of

material effects on the local :radiation environment. The experiment uses cross-calibrated TEPCs to measure effects

on the lineal energy spectra as a function of material type. One rack of the basic apparatus is shown in Fig. 13.

There are two such racks that fill the two well-isolated superpod tailcones mounted on the midwings of the ER-2.

The measured change in lineal energy spectral

content as a fimction of shield material will give us a

degree of measure of the change in the physical

fields within the shielded region to evaluate
computational shielding models. Fundamental to

this usage is an improved understanding of the TEPC

response in such mixed radiation fields (Shinn et al.

2001).

The NIOSH/FAA Study of Reproductive

Disorders in Female Flight Attendants remains as file

only US led epidemiological effort of which we are

aware. The study is in three parts: data on

reproductive outcomes by questionnaire, ovulation

function study using hormone testing, and an

environmental assessment of the cabin space

(Whelan 2002). Primary school teachers of the same

age distribution are being used as a control group for Fig. 13 Aircraft shield materials experiment rack

the study, being prepared for ER-2 flight.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

SST related studies of atmospheric ionizing radiation quantified the exposure fields, established neutrons as

the dominant component of radiation health hazard, and identified solar particle event exposures of pregnant

occupants as a major health issue. Even then it was recognized that background exposures of commercial aircrew

placed them among the most highly exposed occupational groups. As cancer risk coefficients were :revised to

greater values and corresponding new" safety standards implemented, concern over potential health risks led to a

number of studies of the radiation environment and corresponding studies of health risks at subsonic commercial

transport altitudes. Although unrelated, identifiable added health risks were found in epidemiological studies of

nuclear weapons workers, who were generally less exposed to ionizing radiation than commercial aircrew. The

resulting legislation tbr the US nuclear weapon contractors has strong implications for aircraft safety. Extensive

studies of Em'opean aircrews have resulted in a database adequate for compensation of European aircrew.

However, the corresponding database on US aircrew is lacking. An accurate physics based AIR model is required

to evaluate reference exposures fbr epidemiological studies and evaluation of potential design features of fhture

aircraft to improve safety. The development of such a model has been the tbcus of the NASA Langley Research

Center for the last several years. A comprehensive flight measurements program is required to validate the AIR

model and evaluate the transmission properties of aircraft materials.
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